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Empowering the Design Journey: 4 Elements of a Premier Design Center
Brenda.Anderson2019-04-05T09:40:05-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

Creating a top-notch design center is something of an art form. Not only are design trends continually changing, but consumers are inundated with home interior shows and websites offering daily ideas and inspiration. From new builds to room-by-room renovations, your clients are looking for a place to design and create
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Primera Commercial Partners with Caliber Development to Help Create a Chic New Living Space for Grand Canyon University Students
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T10:13:31-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

GC Square Apartments are within walking distance to Grand Canyon University and offer a design-forward, amenities-rich alternative to traditional student housing. Living space at GC Square Apartments (flooring installed by Primera Commercial) Primera Commercial Division and Caliber Development have partnered once again to create a one-of-a-kind housing experience for Grand
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Unconventional, Collaborative, Deliberately Designed Workspaces:  Office Trends that Appeal to Millennials
Brenda.Anderson2019-01-31T09:29:31-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Like each generation before them, millennials are making their way in the world with their own set of ideals, values, and professional goals.   Millennials want more than just a six-figure income when it comes to their careers. Today’s young professionals desire a positive work-life balance, flexible hours, and a
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Time for a Redesign: Does Your Hotel Lobby Make a Memorable First Impression?
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T10:23:08-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

  Photo by Canaday Group - Search entryway design ideas In the same way your clothing makes a statement about your sense of style, a hotel lobby makes a statement about the level of amenities and type of experience guests can expect. It would only make sense then that the
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Safety, Durability, Appeal: What Flooring Options Work Best for Restaurants?
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T13:07:19-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Flooring, Uncategorized|

There is a lot to consider when choosing the best flooring type for your project, and this is especially true for clients who are restaurant owners. While most commercial clients want design elements that are visually appealing, restaurateurs must take into account additional factors such as heavy foot traffic, the
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Hotel Bathroom Design Inspiration for Every Décor
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T11:48:43-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

One of the numerous reasons people go on vacation is to experience something new and different — a break from their average routine. And for many, their hotel stay is part of that departure from the usual. Hotel guests want to experience something more lavish, perhaps, than their own living


Read More







How to Design a Restaurant Interior that Creates a Memorable Experience
Brenda.Anderson2019-04-05T10:00:46-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

Whether you’re updating an existing design, or starting from scratch in a brand new space, the layout and décor choices you make will influence your guests’ dining experience. Your food may be incredible, but you also want to provide a comfortable and pleasing dining experience for guests. The design experts
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Office Space, Redefined: A New Approach to Workplace Design
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T10:27:51-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

So long, drab carpet and cookie-cutter cubicles. Businesses are rethinking the way workplace design impacts their bottom line—and the result is a complete transformation of the modern office space. With more companies starting to recognize the value of happy, healthy workers, designers and contractors can expect to see the following
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The Primera Difference: Why Buy from Us?
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T10:54:27-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

It’s true—you have dozens of choices when it comes to interior designers and product options. And maybe you’re the type of person who values variety, so you don’t mind visiting more than one store to find the right look. Or the right products. Or the right prices. Or the right
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Case Study – ASU Club Remodel
Brenda.Anderson2019-01-31T09:29:33-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Media, Uncategorized|

CaseStudy-ASUClubRemodel
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Primera is proud to officially announce the launch of its commercial division
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T13:55:02-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Interior Design Inspiration, Media, Uncategorized|

Cutting-edge After increasing interest and demand, Primera is proud to announce the official launch of its commercial division, offering design and installation expertise for all commercial contractor needs. Primera Commercial Design and Installation Primera understands how the interior design features of a building immensely impact its energy and atmosphere. The
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Primera Is Proud to Officially Announce the Launch of Its Commercial Division
Brenda.Anderson2019-01-31T09:29:33-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Cutting-edge After increasing interest and demand, Primera is proud to announce the official launch of its commercial division, offering design and installation expertise for all commercial contractor needs. Primera Commercial Design and Installation Primera understands how the interior design features of a building immensely impact its energy and atmosphere. The
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Primera Announces The Appointment of Francis Maasland
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T14:32:28-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Primera is delighted to welcome Francis Maasland as its Corporate Director of Purchasing. Francis was born and raised in Amsterdam but relocated to New York to join his family’s home restoration and remodelling business in his early career.  Having moved multiple times throughout the US to take advantage of new
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The Psychology of Logo Design
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T14:17:24-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Logo design is one of the most important aspects of a successful business venture. From a psychological standpoint, this visual detail is the key to generating widespread appeal. An iconic design can help transform a small brand into a big name. There are a lot of ways to maximize the
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Homebuilders: How to Design Homes for Today’s Older Adults
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-24T07:14:44-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

With baby boomers nearing retirement, the number of aging households has been on the rise. What’s more, baby boomers are looking to stay at home as they get older, a concept known as “aging in place.” Here are some recent stats: Households aged 65+ are expected to increase to 34%
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Schedule Virtual Design Center Appointments with Primera
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-30T21:29:11-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

As the country continues to manage the COVID-19 pandemic, Primera is adapting. We now offer virtual design center appointments to accommodate any safety concerns. Our VEO Design Studio software and processes now allows homebuyers to browse, design, and select home interior finishes in the comfort of their home. As a


Read More







Could Your Closet Use More Style?
Brenda.Anderson2020-07-30T18:10:34-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Some would argue that the style of your closet is as important as the style of clothes in your wardrobe. If you’re frustrated by a disorganized, less-than-efficient-use-of-space closet, now is the perfect time to do something about it. We’ve compiled some of our favorite ways to make the most of
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Amazing Tips to Make Your Home Look Like You Hired an Interior Designer
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-28T15:09:42-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Nowadays, having a shelter and a roof under your head is a privilege. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic, a home is one that should protect you from contracting the coronavirus. And since businesses are now shifting to home-based operations, homeowners are also spending more of their time at home. Having a
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A Fresh Take on Your (Stay at) Home Office
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:12-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

A majority of people have been working from home during the circumstances of our “new normal,” and companies of all sizes are recognizing the benefits of a virtual workforce. For many, there are no plans to bring people back into a traditional office environment anytime soon. So, we thought it
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Monochromatic Décor: When One Color is Absolutely Enough
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:13-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Monochromatic means “one color,” but it certainly doesn’t mean “boring” or “uninteresting.” In fact, how you choose to decorate your home or a room with a single color can create a beautiful space, a cozy alcove, or an inviting environment. That’s because monochromatic color schemes are actually more versatile than
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Sheltering in Place? Try Tackling These Top Home Improvement Projects
Brenda.Anderson2021-07-10T10:05:11-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

With social distancing mandates keeping much of the country at home, now is the perfect time to revisit those half-completed home improvement projects or tackle a new project that's been on your to-do list for a while. Even small upgrades and renovations can increase the value of your home, and
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Tile with Style in 2020
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:03:12-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

A whole new decade is in full swing and we’d be remiss if we didn’t dedicate some space — literally and figuratively — to the latest tile trends. Bold patterns and colors, and natural stone dominate the scene. There’s truly a tile for every homeowner's personal taste and style. Whether
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Transitional Kitchens are in Style and Farmhouse Takes a Backseat
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:18:34-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Kitchen remodeling projects remain high on the list of home upgrades, but the 2020 trends are changing slightly from past years’ popular styles. Farmhouse kitchens had their big moment in the interior design spotlight and are slowly waning in preference. Instead, transitional-style kitchens — ones that seamlessly blend contemporary and
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What Are the Biggest Turnoffs for Home Buyers? Here’s Our Top 6
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:20:13-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Preparing a home for sale is something of an art form. Do it right, and you’ll likely have prospective buyers vying to pay top dollar for your home. Do it wrong, and most of those buyers won’t even make it past the first few rooms. Aside from the obvious turnoffs—unpleasant
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Reading Rooms: Home Library Design Inspirations
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:13-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Some would say that reading books, as in holding the actual book in your hands, is a dying activity. With tablets, smartphones, and e-book subscriptions, turning the paper pages of the latest novel is something to be missed, for sure. So, why not create a space in your home that’s
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What Features Are Most Important to Home Buyers?
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T12:35:38-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Flooring, Interior Design Inspiration|

As a home builder, it’s essential to know what home buyers want. There are some aspects, after all, that transcend beyond fleeting design trends and personal needs. This is true even between families and single people, who usually have different lifestyles. Despite the obvious differences, there are certain characteristics that
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Back(splash) to the Future: Looking ahead to Top Trends for 2020
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:13-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

  Though one of the most recognizable design elements of the modern kitchen, the backsplash wasn’t always the showstopper it is today. Having emerged shortly after running water became commonplace in household kitchens, the first backsplashes were a standard 4” tall and their primary function was to protect against …
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Front-facing Views with Form and Function
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:23:00-07:00Interior Design Inspiration, Uncategorized|

When is a front porch more than simply the entrance to your home? Sure, your front porch is functional; it serves a specific purpose. But, with a little creativity and planning, your front porch can become your favorite gathering spot to watch the sunset or enjoy a morning cup of
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7 Home Builder Trends to Watch for in 2020
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:37:09-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

What are new home buyers hoping to see in 2020? Some trends come as no surprise, like the desire for an open-concept floor plan, but other less-anticipated “must-haves” are quickly making a name for themselves. The following is a list of our favorites and the ones we expect smart home
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A Better Bathroom:  Beautiful, Functional Designs for Your Master Bath
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T08:49:04-07:00Bathroom Design, Interior Design Inspiration|

Who doesn’t love some bathroom design inspiration? Some of the latest bathroom design trends include custom vanities with built-in (often hidden) storage, accent walls, and recessed medicine cabinets.  Take a look at our top picks for all three of these upgrades and discover how you can transform your own lavatory. 
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Which Flooring Options Work Best for Kitchens?
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:28:05-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Kitchen floors often endure more wear and tear than any other room in the house. Between the constant foot traffic, the dropped pots and pans, and the high potential for spills and stains, it makes sense to choose a kitchen floor that can withstand whatever your family dishes out (pun
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Design Trends: Special Features
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T12:25:29-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

If you’re lucky enough, unique design features come with the home you purchase. But more often than not, you have to plan ahead to add a funky, unexpected design feature to your home.  And by “funky and unexpected,” we certainly don’t mean “frivolous.” These unique design features are just as
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Lighting Sets the Mood this Fall, in Any Room
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T12:27:09-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

As fall settles in, and pumpkin spice takes over every coffee and dessert flavor on the planet, the aura of the season is one of coziness. Depending on where you live, the nights may be getting a bit cooler and fireside chats — both indoors and outside — become a
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Builders: Here’s What Millennial Home Buyers Are Looking For
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:14-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

Millennials continue to dominate the real estate market, accounting for 37% of all recent home buyers. Because this trend is expected to continue, smart builders are keeping a close eye on what Generation Y is looking for in the perfect house. First and foremost, millennials love their space—and they’re willing
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Mirrors, Mosaics, and Murals…in the Kitchen?
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:14-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Has subway tile had its day in the sun?  While this classic backsplash design has certainly withstood the test of time, subway tile might be taking a backseat to some more intricate designs, including mirrors, mosaics, murals — and bold, moroccan fish scales.  Check out some of our favorite design
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Top Trends in Commercial Flooring
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:14-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Interior Design Inspiration|

From medical offices and hotel suites to entertainment venues and modern corporate workspaces, commercial flooring is no longer the drab and easily forgotten surface it once was.  Product innovation and improvements in installation technology mean commercial business owners have more options than ever before, with the freedom to choose flooring
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Your Guide to a Beautiful Basement
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T08:51:17-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

When it comes to home square footage, basements are prime real estate; yet so many leave their basement unattended, collecting clutter.  For this month’s design trends, we’ve put together a few anything-but-boring basement ideas in hopes of inspiring you to breathe some life into that fantastic living space beneath the


Read More







Sellers: Bring in More Home Buyers with an Updated Kitchen
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T08:52:02-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Photo by Haven Design and Construction - Browse kitchen ideas Year after year, survey after survey, an updated kitchen is one of the top features buyers want to see when shopping for their new home. This is especially true for younger buyers, who currently make up the majority of first-time
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What Do Home Buyers Really Want
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T09:00:43-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

What Do Home Buyers Really Want? A Look at Some of the Top Trends Photo by Sunset West Outdoor Furniture - Search patio pictures For the first time in a long time, it looks like the housing market is favoring buyers over sellers. That means motivated builders can benefit from
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Primera2023-04-10T06:24:13-07:00Pros and Cons of Popular Countertop Materials
Primera2023-04-10T06:24:13-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|
As one of the largest and most heavily used surfaces in your home, kitchen and bathroom countertops must combine style and durability. Therefore, it’s crucial to choose the best material to suit your needs—but with

	


Primera2023-02-21T06:52:09-07:00Top Kitchen Design Trends of 2023
Primera2023-02-21T06:52:09-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|
 At the beginning of a new year, interior designers, contractors, and other home design experts are busy predicting the trends that homeowners will favor in the coming months. As the functional and stylistic centerpiece

	


Primera2023-01-13T07:23:30-07:00How Primera Supports Home Builders and Designers
Primera2023-01-13T07:23:30-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|
As a home builder or interior designer, your goal is to create beautiful living spaces that your clients will enjoy for years to come. However, the process of choosing key interior products such as kitchen
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